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1 IntroductionIn multicast communication messages are concurrently sent to multiple destinations, all membersof the same multicast group. Mechanisms to support such a form of communication are becomingan increasingly important component of the design and implementation of distributed systems [1].One of the core issues that needs to be addressed as part of providing such mechanisms is the issueof routing, which primarily refers to the determination of a set of paths to be used for carryingthe messages from the source to the destinations nodes. For reasons related to the e�cient use ofnetwork resources involved in a multicast session, typical approaches to multicast routing requirethe transmission of packets along the branches of a tree spanning the source and destination nodes.The problem of computing multicast trees has received considerable attention in the past, andseveral algorithms have been proposed based on a number of optimization goals. One frequentlyconsidered optimization objective is to minimize the total cost of the tree, which is taken as thesum of the costs on the links of the multicast tree. The minimum cost tree is known as the Steinertree [2], and �nding such a tree is a well-known NP-complete problem [3]. Heuristics to constructtrees of low overall cost have been developed in [4, 5, 6, 7].While total tree cost as a measure of bandwidth e�ciency is certainly an important parameter,it is not su�cient to characterize the quality of the tree as perceived by the interactive multimediaand real-time applications which are expected to utilize emerging high-speed networks. Morespeci�cally, networks supporting real-time tra�c will be required to provide certain quality ofservice guarantees in terms of the end-to-end delay along the individual paths from the source toeach of the destination nodes. The problem of routing multicast tra�c with real-time constraintshas been studied in [8, 9] and heuristics to compute low-cost trees which guarantee an upper boundon the end-to-end delay have been developed. For a survey and extensive simulation study of alarge number of existing multicast algorithms, and an evaluation of their performance in high-speedreal-time environments, the reader is referred to [10, 11].In this work we consider an additional criterion that can be used to characterize the quality ofthe multicast tree for interactive, real-time applications. In particular, we assume that, in additionto end-to-end delay bounds, the multicast tree must also guarantee bounds on the variation amongthe delays along the individual source-destination paths. One can think of such a bound as providingsynchronization among the various receivers, in order to ensure that no receiver is \left behind"and none is \far ahead" during the lifetime of the session. Although delay variation has not, to thebest of our knowledge, been considered in the design of multicast tree algorithms, the maximumdelay variation among the paths of the �nal tree was one of the performance metrics included in1



the comparative study in [10, 11].There are several situations in which the need for bounded variation among the end-to-enddelays arises. During a teleconference, for instance, it is important that the current speaker beheard by all participants at the same time, or else the communication may lack the feeling of aninteractive face-to-face discussion. As another example, consider the use of multicast messagesto update multiple copies of a replicated data item (or �le) in a distributed database system.Minimizing the delay variation in this case would minimize the length of time during which thedatabase is in an inconsistent state. Furthermore, being able to look at the information carried bythe multicast message long before others can do the same, might, for certain applications, translateinto gaining a competitive edge. A distributed game scenario in which a number of players areconnected over the network to a game server, and compete against each other using informationsent by the server to their screens, would be one such example.Following this introduction, Section 2 presents a model that captures the salient features ofmulticast communication over packet-switched networks. In Section 3 we show that the problem ofconstructing trees to guarantee a bound on the variation of the end-to-end delays along the source-destination paths is NP-complete. In Section 4 we develop heuristic algorithms for this problem;we also outline an approach to dynamically reorganizing the initial tree as nodes are added to, ordeleted from the multicast group. We present some numerical results in Section 5, and concludethe paper in Section 6.2 Network Model for MulticastingWe consider the routing of multicast connections in a packet-switched communication network.The network is represented by a weighted directed graph G = (V;A), where V denotes the set ofnodes, and A, the set of arcs, corresponds to the set of communication links connecting the variousnodes. We will use n =j V j to refer to the number of nodes in the network. Without loss ofgenerality, we only consider graphs with at most one arc between an ordered pair of nodes.We de�ne a link-delay function D : A ! R+ which assigns a non-negative weight to eachlink in the network. More speci�cally, the value D(`) associated with link ` 2 A is a measure ofthe total delay that data packets experience on that link, including the queueing, transmission,and propagation components. Suppose now that both links ` = (v; u) and `0 = (u; v) exist forsome v; u 2 V . Since, in practice, communication networks can be asymmetric in nature, we allowlink-delay functions that assign di�erent values to links ` and `0, i.e., it is possible thatD(`) 6= D(`0).2



Under the multicast routing scenario we are considering, packets originating at some sourcenode s 2 V in the network have to be delivered to a number of destinations. We will call this setM � V � fsg of destination nodes the destination set or multicast group, and will use m =jM j todenote its size. In general, several multicast sessions may proceed concurrently within the network,each characterized by a source node and a destination set.We assume that communication in the network is connection-oriented, and that multicast con-nections are established by issuing a connect request; similarly, at the conclusion of a session adisconnect request is issued. In response to a connect request, and prior to any data been trans-ferred from the source to the destinations, a connection establishment process is initiated. Centralto the connection establishment is the determination of routes between the source and the des-tinations, over which data packets and acknowledgements will be carried for the duration of themulticast session.Let s and M be the source and multicast group, respectively, of a certain multicast session.We assume that multicast packets for this session are routed from s to the destinations in M viathe links of a multicast tree T = (VT ; AT ) rooted at s. This tree is constructed during the routedetermination phase of the connection establishment process, based on information supplied aspart of the connect request (more on this shortly). The multicast tree is a subgraph of G (i.e.,VT � V and AT � A) spanning s and the nodes in M (that is, M [fsg � VT ). In addition, VT maycontain relay nodes, that is, nodes intermediate to the path from the source to a destination. Relaynodes are not consumers of multicast packets; rather, they simply forward these packets along thedownstream links of the multicast tree, and also forward acknowledgements from the destinationnodes towards the source, along the upstream links.Let T be a multicast tree for the source-multicast group pair (s;M), and let PT (s; v) denotethe unique path from source s to destination v 2 M in the tree T . Then, multicast packetsfrom s to v experience a total delay of P`2PT (s;v)D(`) along this path. We now introduce twoparameters that can be used to characterize the quality of the multicast tree as perceived by theapplication performing the multicast. These parameters relate end-to-end delays along individualsource-destination paths to the desired level of quality of service, as follows.� Source-destination delay tolerance, �. Parameter � represents an upper bound on the accept-able end-to-end delay along any path from the source to a destination node. This parameterreects the fact that the information carried by multicast packets becomes stale � time unitsafter its transmission at the source, and as such, it is of no value to the receivers.� Inter-destination delay variation tolerance, �. Parameter � is the maximum di�erence between3



the end-to-end delays along the paths from the source to any two destination nodes that canbe tolerated by the application. In essence, this parameter de�nes a synchronization windowfor the various receivers.By supplying values for parameters � and �, the application in e�ect imposes a set of con-straints on the paths of the multicast tree. The application will proceed only if a tree satisfyingthese constraints can be found; otherwise, the application will abort. In the following section wetake a closer look at the problem of determining multicast trees that guarantee a desired level ofperformance in terms of the quality of service criteria discussed above.3 Delay- and Delay Variation-Bounded Multicast TreesLet � and � be the delay and delay variation tolerances, respectively, as speci�ed by a higher levelapplication that wishes to initiate a multicast session. Our objective is to determine a multicasttree such that delays along all source-destination paths in the tree are within the two tolerances.This problem, which we will call the Delay- and Delay Variation-Bounded Multicast Tree (DVBMT)problem, arises naturally as a decision problem, and can be formally expressed as follows.Problem 3.1 (DVBMT) Given a network G = (V;A), a source node s 2 V , a multicast groupM � V � fsg, a link-delay function D : A ! R+, a delay tolerance �, and a delay variationtolerance �, does there exist a tree T = (VT ; AT ) spanning s and the nodes in M , such that:X`2PT (s;v)D(`) � � 8 v 2M (1)j X`2PT (s;v)D(`)� X`2PT (s;u)D(`) j � � 8 v; u 2M (2)We will refer to (1) as the source-destination delay constraint, while (2) will be called the inter-destination delay variation constraint. We will also say that tree T is a feasible tree for a multicastsession with source s and destination set M , if and only if T satis�es both (1) and (2). Note that,in order for the multicast session to proceed, it is necessary and su�cient that a single feasible treebe constructed, as any feasible tree can meet the quality of service requirements as expressed byparameters � and �.An interesting observation regarding constraints (1) and (2) is that they represent two conictingobjectives. Indeed, the delay constraint (1) dictates that short paths be used. But choosing theshortest paths may lead to a violation of the delay variation constraint among nodes that are close4



to the source and nodes that are far away from it. Consequently, it may be necessary to selectlonger paths for some nodes in order to satisfy the latter constraint. Then, the problem of �ndinga feasible tree for DVBMT becomes one of selecting paths in a way that strikes a balance betweenthese two objectives.The source-destination constraint (1) has been previously considered in the context of designingconstrained Steiner trees for real-time, interactive applications [8, 9]. To the best of our knowledge,however, our work is the �rst to explicitly consider the inter-destination delay variation constraint(2) in the construction of multicast trees. This should not, however, be taken to mean that theimportance of providing guarantees on the maximum value of the end-to-end delay variation hasnot been recognized. In fact, as part of a recent study [10, 11] to evaluate the relative performanceof a large number of multicast algorithms and their suitability to high-speed real-time applications,the following quantity was measured and used as a criterion in the evaluation:�T = maxu;v2M8<:j X`2PT (s;u)D(`) � X`2PT (s;v)D(`) j9=; (3)Quantity �T is the maximum inter-destination delay variation in tree T , and, given a value for �,it can be used to determine whether tree T can meet the quality of service requirements of theapplication. According to the study, none of the existing algorithms provides good performancein terms of �T ; this is not surprising, as none of the algorithms considered in [10, 11] takes thedelay variation constraint (2) into account. Our work addresses the problem of designing multicastalgorithms that overcome this ine�ciency.Before proceeding, we would like to resolve the open question regarding the existence of ef-�cient algorithms for DVBMT. Unfortunately, the following theorem establishes that DVBMT isNP-complete, implying that a polynomial-time algorithm that determines a feasible tree for anyarbitrary instance of this problem is unlikely to be found.Theorem 3.1 DVBMT is NP-complete whenever the size of the multicast group jM j� 2.Proof. See Appendix A. 2.The next section introduces a heuristic approach to determining feasible trees for any arbitraryinstance of DVBMT. 5



4 Multicast Tree Algorithms for DVBMTConsider an application running at node s, and suppose that the application issues a request forestablishing a multicast connection with destination setM . Along with the request, the applicationalso supplies values for the path delay tolerance �, and inter-destination delay variation tolerance�; these values reect certain quality of service requirements which the network must guarantee inorder for the multicast session to proceed. As part of the connection establishment process, uponreceiving the request, a multicast tree satisfying constraints (1) and (2) needs to be determined. Inthis section we present algorithms that can be used to construct such a tree. Our algorithms operateunder the assumption that complete information regarding the network topology is stored locallyat node s, making it possible to determine the multicast tree at the source itself. This informationmay be collected and updated using one of several existing topology-broadcast algorithms [12].The sequence of actions taken by node s during the course of constructing a multicast tree isillustrated in the owchart of Figure 1, where we have assumed that the values of the delay anddelay variation tolerances � and �, respectively, provided by the application are negotiable 1. Asa �rst step, the tree of shortest paths from s to all nodes in M is constructed; this can be achievedusing Dijkstra's algorithm [13], which, for dense graphs with n nodes, takes time O(n2). Let T0 bethis tree of shortest paths. If T0 does not satisfy the path delay constraint (1) no tree may satisfy it,implying that the delay tolerance � supplied by the application is too tight; negotiation may thenbe necessary to determine a looser value of �. Suppose now that the (original or negotiated) valueof � is such that the delay requirement (1) is met for tree T0. If T0 also meets the delay variationrequirement (2) then T0 is a feasible tree for this instance of the DVBMT problem, and the multicastsession may take place over the tree of shortest paths. As a result, the route determination phasecompletes successfully, and the connection establishment process may then proceed to a subsequentphase (such as bandwidth reservation along the paths of the tree, etc.).On the other hand, it is possible that tree T0 fail to satisfy constraint (2). In that case, ourapproach is to have the source execute a search algorithm in an attempt to construct a new tree inwhich the delays along all source-destination paths satisfy both (1) and (2). Based on the results ofthe previous section, however, an algorithm that e�ciently solves any arbitrary instance of DVBMT1Using values for parameters � and � other than the ones recommended by the application may result in adegradation of the quality of service as perceived by some or all of the receivers in the multicast group. However, aslong as the negotiated values do not di�er signi�cantly from the original ones (in which case a basic grade of servicecan be guaranteed), it may be possible for the multicast session to proceed. It is also conceivable that incentives tojoin the multicast session be o�ered to receivers expected to experience a lower quality of service as a result of thenetwork's inability to guarantee the initial requirements. 6
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Construct tree T0 such that the delayis minimumfrom source s to each destination in MIsconstraint (2)satis�ed? Negotiate with destinationsabout the delay violationReturn T0 and stop to obtain a new tree TReturn T and stop
Yes NoYesYes No NoRun algorithm DVMAIsconstraint (1)satis�ed?

Isconstraint (2)satis�ed? Negotiate with destinationsabout the delay variation violationNoYes StopIsacceptable?�TFigure 1: Flowchart of our approach to obtaining a multicast tree for the DVBMT problemmay not exist, meaning that the search algorithm has to employ a heuristic approach. Nevertheless,suppose that a heuristic algorithm is available, and that it returns a tree which constitutes a solutionto the given instance of the DVBMT problem; then a tree for the multicast session has been found.However, a heuristic algorithm may fail to discover a feasible tree, either because no such treeexists or because of the ine�ectiveness of the search strategy employed. Other than abandoning theconnection altogether, the only course of action available to the application at that point would beto initiate another round of negotiations in hope of determining a new value for the delay tolerance�, one that would be acceptable to all parties involved in the multicast session. If such a valuecan be agreed upon the source would go through another iteration in the owchart of Figure 1,otherwise the multicast session would have to be abandoned.An alternative that would result in a considerable speed-up of the negotiation process would beto design the search algorithm so that it always returns, among the trees considered, the one withthe smallest value of �T in (3). Indeed, regardless of whether a solution to the given instance ofDVBMT problem exists or not, the tree corresponding to the smallest value of �T is the best tree7



that can be obtained with the search algorithm at hand. If this tree is available at the termination ofthe algorithm, all that has to be determined during the negotiation process is whether an acceptablelevel of quality of service can be sustained for the given value of �T and there is no need to repeatthe route determination process; this is shown in Figure 1.The following subsection presents DVMA, a new multicast tree heuristic designed to solve theDVBMT problem. Following that, we show how the basic idea behind DVMA can be used to developa solution to the corresponding dynamic problem, i.e., the problem of updating the multicast treein response to receiver requests for joining or leaving an ongoing multicast session.4.1 Delay Variation Multicast Algorithm (DVMA)Let T0 be the tree of shortest paths from source s to the nodes in the destination set M for themulticast connection under consideration. Let us also assume that T0 meets the delay requirement(1), but that it does not meet the delay variation requirement (2). The Delay Variation MulticastAlgorithm (DVMA), described in detail in Figure 2, can then be used to search through the spaceof candidate trees (i.e., trees spanning s and the nodes in M) for a feasible solution to the DVBMTproblem. DVMA either returns a feasible tree, or, having failed to discover such a tree, it returnsone which (a) satis�es the delay constraint (1) and (b) has the least value of �T among the treesconsidered by the algorithm. The basic idea behind the operation of DVMA is now described.Let M be the destination set, and assume for the moment that a feasible tree T = (VT ; AT )spanning s and a subset of M has already been determined. Let U = M � (M \ VT ) be the setof destination nodes not in the tree T ; in other words, no paths from the source s to the nodes inU have been determined yet. DVMA operates by appropriately augmenting tree T to eventuallyinclude all nodes in U ; to this end, it repeats the following three steps as long as U 6= �:1. Select a destination node u 2 U .2. Find a \good" path from a node v 2 VT to u that uses no nodes in VT other than v, and nolinks in AT ; note that v could be the source node s.3. Construct a new tree T 0 by including all nodes and links of this path to the initial tree T , andupdate U to exclude u and any other destination nodes along this path.The second step is crucial to the operation of DVMA, and warrants further explanation. Recallthat our objective is to construct a feasible tree that includes all nodes in M , therefore a \good"path in Step 2 above is one which, if connected to T in Step 3, the resulting tree T 0 would be a8



feasible tree for the subset of the set of destination nodes it contains. In order to �nd such a path,we construct the l shortest paths from a node v of T to u. The graph used to �nd these pathsis created by excluding all nodes of T other than v, and all links of T from the original graph G.The exclusion of these nodes and links from G guarantees that connecting any of the l paths soconstructed to T will not create a cycle.It is possible, though, that none of the l paths from v to u will yield a feasible tree. For thisreason, we repeat the process for all nodes v 2 VT in an attempt to �nd a \good" path betweenany v 2 VT and u. Even so, the algorithm may still not be able to �nd such a path; for instance, afeasible tree for this destination set may not exist in the �rst place. Recall, however, that we wouldlike the algorithm to return the best tree (in terms of maximum inter-destination delay variation)it can �nd. We now modify our de�nition of a \good" path so that, if a path yielding a feasibletree T 0 can not be found, a \good" path is one which(a) the total delay from s to u (i.e., the delay from s to v in T , plus the delay from v to u overthe path) is at most �, and(b) the tree T 0 created by connecting this path to T has the least value of maximum delay variationamong the trees constructed by connecting the other paths to T .In essence, the purpose of the greedy rule (b) above is to prune the search space, i.e., to preventcertain candidate trees from receiving further consideration.The only question that remains to be answered then, is how an initial tree T is constructed. Toanswer this question consider T0, the tree of shortest paths, which, by hypothesis, does not satisfythe delay variation constraint (2). Let w be the destination node with the longest path in this tree.Since it is not possible to make the delay from s to w any smaller than the delay incurred over thepath from s to w in T0, the only alternative to constructing a feasible tree is to �nd longer pathsfrom s to some or all of the other destination nodes. Hence, our approach is to start with an initialtree T consisting only of the shortest path from s to w, and repeat the three steps described aboveto create a feasible tree that will include all other destination nodes.To complete the description of the search strategy employed by DVMA, note that it is possiblethat no feasible tree for the given destination set includes the shortest path from s to w. However, ifa feasible tree exists, it will contain some path from s to w. Therefore, if the process of constructinga feasible tree starting from the shortest path from s to w fails, the second shortest path from sto w is considered as the initial tree and the process is repeated. Our search for a feasible treeterminates when one is found, or when trees based on the �rst k shortest paths from s to w have9



been constructed, whichever occurs �rst. In the latter case, the algorithm will return the tree withthe smallest value of �T in (3). The details of the resulting algorithm (DVMA) can be found inFigure 2.The correctness of DVMA is provided by the following lemma. Note, however, that althoughthe algorithm returns the best tree, in terms of maximum delay variation, that it can �nd, becauseof its heuristic nature it may fail to discover a feasible tree for the given value of � even if one exists.Lemma 4.1 (Correctness of DVMA) Algorithm DVMA returns a tree T spanning s and allnodes v 2 M . The tree T satis�es constraint (1), and either satis�es constraint (2), or is the onewith the smallest value of �T in (3) among the trees considered by the algorithm.Proof. We will �rst show that the algorithm returns a tree T spanning s and the nodes in M . IfDVMA returns T0, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, T is one of the Ti's constructed duringone iteration of the loop that starts at line 4. T is initialized to some path pi at line 5; clearly,at this point T is a tree containing the source s and at least one more destination w 2 M . Newnodes and links are added to T in line 15, where a new path q from a node in v 2 VT to a nodeu 2 M;u 62 VT is incorporated. The resulting new graph is a tree as path q cannot contain anynodes or links of T other than v itself. Indeed, all other nodes and links of T were removed atline 10, before path q was determined. The new tree T has at least one more node, u 2 M ; sinces was in the tree initially, no nodes are ever removed from T , and paths are added to it until alldestinations in M are in T , our �rst claim is true.That the delay constraint (1) is satis�ed by the �nal tree T is now is easy to see. If T = T0 thisis true by hypothesis; if T 6= T0 this is also true as no path is ever added to any tree Ti unless thedelay constraint is satis�ed (refer to lines 3 and 12). Finally, if the algorithm terminates at line 18,the tree returned is a feasible one; otherwise, line 19 guarantees that the tree returned is the onewith the smallest value of �T among the ones constructed during the execution of the algorithm. 2The next lemma determines the running time complexity of DVMA.Lemma 4.2 The worst-case complexity of DVMA is O(klmn4), where k is the number of pathsgenerated at line 3 of Figure 2, l the number of paths generated at line 11, m =jM j is the numberof destinations in the multicast group M , and n =j V j is the number of nodes in the network.Proof. The running time of DVMA is dominated by the iteration between lines 4 and 20; thisouter loop is executed at most k times. During one iteration of the outer loop, the \while" loop atline 7 is executed at most m � 1 times. Let tj be the number of nodes in the tree during the j-th10



Delay Variation Multicast Algorithm (DVMA)The algorithm is executed if T0, the tree of shortest paths, satis�es constraint (1) but does not satisfyconstraint (2). We let w 2M be a node such that P`2PT0(s;w)D(`) = maxv2M nP`2PT0 (s;v)D(`)o.1. begin2. Let T = T0 // T is the tree returned by the algorithm3. Find the �rst k shortest paths from s to w in the original graph G = (V;A), such thatthe delay from s to w over these paths is less than �; label these paths p1; : : : ; pkin increasing order of delay4. for i = 1 to k do // construct a multicast tree Ti for each path pi5. Initialize Ti = (Vi; Ai) to include all the nodes and links of path pi; obviously, s; w 2 Vi6. Let U = M � (M \ Vi) be the set of destinations not yet connected to the tree Ti7. while U 6= � do8. Pick any node u 2 U // will connect u to the tree Ti9. for each node v 2 Vi do // �nd a path from v to u10. Construct a new graph G0 starting with the initial graph G and excluding allnodes in Vi � fvg and all links in Ai11. Find the �rst l shortest paths from v to u in the new graph G012. Of these l paths choose the best one (as described in Section 4.1) and call it qv13. end of for each node v 2 Vi loop14. Select the best path q among all paths qv ; v 2 Vi (as in Step 12 above)15. Update Ti = (Vi; Ai) to include all nodes and links in path q16. Update U = M � (M \ Vi)// node u, and possibly other nodes in U have now been connected to Ti17. end of while loop // construction of tree Ti has been completed18. If tree Ti satis�es constraint (2) return Ti and stop19. Let T be the tree among T and Ti with the smallest value of �T in (3)20. end of for i loop21. return T // no tree satis�ed the inter-destination delay variation constraint22. end of the algorithmFigure 2: Heuristic algorithm for the DVBMT problem11



iteration of the \while" loop. Then, the innermost loop starting at line 9 will iterate tj times; insidethis loop the complexity is determined by the l-shortest path algorithm at line 11, which takes timeO(lN3) [14] for a graph with N nodes. Graph G0 has n � tj + 1 nodes throughout the innermostloop; the latter then takes time proportional to ltj(n � tj + 1)3. For a worst case analysis, we lettj , for all iterations j, take the value that maximizes the quantity tj(x� tj)3, where x = n + 1. Itis straightforward to show that for this value of tj the complexity of the innermost loop becomesO(ln4). After accounting for the \while" and outer loops, we conclude that the overall complexityof the algorithm is, in the worst case, O(klmn4). 2Regarding parameters k and l, note that the maximum value they can take is, in the worst case,equal to the maximum number of paths of delay at most � between any two nodes in the network.If � is not very loose, we expect the maximum value of both k and l to be a small constant. Theactual values of k and l were left unspeci�ed in the description of the algorithm, as in any particularimplementation they will be determined by the desired compromise between the quality of the �nalsolution of the algorithm and its speed.4.2 Dynamic Reorganization of the Multicast TreeIn the previous section we presented DVMA, an algorithm that can be used during connectionestablishment to construct a feasible tree for a given destination set. For certain applications,however, it is conceivable that nodes join or leave the initial multicast group during the lifetimeof the multicast connection 2. More speci�cally, we assume that nodes currently in the multicastgroup may leave the group after issuing a leave request. Similarly, nodes that wish to join anongoing multicast session must �rst issue a join request. Under such a scenario, it is necessary todynamically update the multicast tree in response to changes in multicast group membership, inorder to ensure that constraints (1) and (2) are always satis�ed for the current destination set.Let T be the multicast tree of an ongoing multicast session with destination setM , and supposethat as a result of a join or leave request the new destination set is M 0. One possible way ofapproaching this dynamic version of the DVBMT problem 3 would be to run DVMA anew toobtain a feasible tree T 0 for set M 0, and, following a transition period, use the new tree for routingsubsequent packets of this session. Note that there is a certain overhead associated with thisapproach, including the computational cost of running DVMA, and the cost of the network resources2For instance, teleconferencing is an application where the ability to dynamically add or drop parties is highlydesirable.3As opposed to the static version we have considered so far, whereby all the destinations in the multicast groupare known in advance. 12



involved in the transition from T to T 0 (i.e., the cost of tearing down old paths and establishingnew ones). Since the new tree T 0 can be signi�cantly di�erent than T , this overhead can be veryhigh. Furthermore, such a radical approach may cause receivers totally unrelated to the destinationnodes added or deleted to experience disruption in service. All these drawbacks make the strategyjust described inappropriate for real-time environments and applications where frequent changes inthe destination set are anticipated.We now adopt a di�erent strategy, one that attempts to minimize both the cost incurred duringthe transition period, and the disruption caused to the receivers. More speci�cally, the multicasttree is never modi�ed unless it is absolutely necessary to do so. Even then, the new tree is notcomputed from scratch, rather, a feasible tree for the new multicast group is constructed by makingincremental and localized changes to the old tree. We now describe in detail how the join and leaverequests are handled under our approach.Let us �rst consider leave requests, and assume that node v 2M decides to end its participationin the multicast session. If v is not a leaf node in the current multicast tree T no action needs to betaken. The new tree T 0 can be the same as T , with the only di�erence being that node v will stopforwarding the multicast packets to its local user. If, however, v is a leaf node of T , and in order toavoid wasting bandwidth, tree T has to be pruned to exclude v and, possibly, relay nodes and linksused in T solely for forwarding packets to v. The new tree T 0 is essentially the same as T exceptin parts of the path from the source to v. We conclude that leave requests are easy to handle, andno destination node (other than v) needs to notice any di�erence in terms of the multicast session.Let us now turn our attention to the actions taken whenever a node u 62 M announces itsintention to join the multicast group. We distinguish three cases, as follows.� u 62 VT , i.e., the new node is not part of the multicast tree T . Our approach is to augment Tto include a path from a node V 2 VT to the new node u. This can be easily accomplishedby letting Ti = T and U = fug at lines 5 and 6, respectively, of DVMA (see Figure 2) andexecuting the code between lines 7 and 17 to search for a path that would result in a feasibletree for the set M [fug. Hence, the transition phase involves only the establishment of a newpath and does not a�ect any of the paths from the source to nodes already in the multicastgroup, allowing the connection to proceed smoothly and without any disruption 4.4If executing this piece of code fails to discover such a path, there are two possible courses of action: (a) runDVMA from scratch for the new multicast group, or (b) deny node u its participation in the multicast session; whichcourse of action to be taken may depend on several factors, such as the nature of the application, the cost of reroutingthe connection, etc. 13



� u 2 VT , i.e., u is a relay node of T , and the path from the source node s to u is such that thedelay variation constraint (2) is satis�ed for the new multicast group M 0 = M [ fug 5. TreeT is then a feasible tree for the new set M 0, and can be used without any change other thanhaving node u now forward multicast packets to its user, in addition to forwarding them tothe downstream nodes.� u 2 VT , but the path from s to u is such that the delay variation constraint (2) is not satis�edfor the new setM[fug. Consequently, a longer path from s to v has to be found. Let W �Mbe the destination nodes in M that are downstream of u (i.e., those destination nodes in thesubtree of T rooted at u). Finding a new path from s to u will de�nitely a�ect the paths tothese nodes, however, the paths to nodes in M �W need not be a�ected. Let T1 be the tree Tafter excluding its subtree rooted at u. Our approach then is to let Ti = T1 and U = W [ fugat lines 5 and 6, respectively, of DVMA in Figure 2. We then execute the code between lines 7and 17 to connect the destination nodes in U into tree T1. As a result, packets will be routedfrom s to the nodes in W over new paths in the �nal tree T 0, but none of the paths to nodesin M �W will change.As a �nal observation, besides being minimally disruptive, this approach has the additionaladvantage that the algorithm used during set-up time to construct an initial tree for the multicastconnection, can also be used to reorganize the tree during the lifetime of the session.5 Numerical ResultsWe now consider �ve di�erent algorithms that can be used to construct multicast trees for a givensource and destination set, and compare their performance in terms of the maximum delay variation�T among the source-destination paths in the �nal tree T , as de�ned in (3). The �ve algorithmsstudied are:1. DVMA, the algorithm described in Figure 2. We run this algorithm with � = 0:05s and� = 0. This value of � was used in order to force the algorithm to go through all possibleiterations of the outer for loop and return the tree with the smallest value of �T it can �nd.This last value represents the tightest delay variation tolerance for which a tree can be foundusing DVMA.5Note that the path from s to u will necessarily satisfy the delay constraint (1), as u cannot be a leaf node of T .14



2. DVMA2, an algorithm very similar to DVMA; it di�ers from the latter in the way the graphG0 is constructed at line 10 of Figure 2. More speci�cally, in addition to excluding all nodes inVi�fvg and all links in Ai, all the nodes in U �fug and their adjacent links are also excludedfrom the initial graph G. The values of parameters � and � used are the same as for DVMAabove.3. Dijkstra's algorithm [13] which constructs the shortest paths from the source to any nodein the network. The resulting tree is pruned to exclude paths that do not terminate at adestination node, and will be referred to as shortest path tree (SPT).4. Prim's algorithm [15] which constructs a tree of minimum weight spanning all nodes in thenetwork; in our case, the weight of each link is the delay incurred along the link. Thisminimumspanning tree (MST) is also pruned, as discussed above.5. The tradeo� algorithm between the minimum spanning tree heuristic 6 for the Steiner treeproblem [7] and SPT, as presented in [5]. The algorithm operates as follows. First a tree isconstructed using the heuristic 7; then the destinations with the largest di�erence betweenthe delay of their shortest path and the delay of their path in this tree are found, and the treepaths are replaced by the shortest paths from the source to those destinations. This algorithm(which we will call TDF) is studied because it was conjectured in [10] that it may yield goodresults in terms of maximum inter-destination delay variation.We are interested in studying the average case behavior of the �ve algorithms. To this end,we have generated random graphs for a wide range of values for the total number n of nodes,the average degree of each node, and the number m of destinations in the multicast group as apercentage of n. These graphs were constructed to resemble real-world networks using the methoddescribed in [4]; the nodes of the graphs were placed in a grid of dimensions 4900 � 4900 Km 8(roughly the size of the continental United States), and the delay along each link was set to thepropagation delay of light along that link 9. The random networks were then fed as input to eachalgorithm, and the maximum inter-destination delay variation �T of the �nal tree was computedas in expression (3). All �gures in this section plot �T against the number of nodes n in the6Not to be confused with Prim's algorithm for constructing an MST.7The delay along each link is used as the cost of the link.8Hence, the value of � = 0:05s corresponds to the time it would take light to travel, at a speed of 2 � 108m=s,over a distance approximately equal to 1.5 times the diameter of this square.9Note that, unless the links operate at or close to their capacity, propagation delays are expected to dominateover queueing and transmission delays in a high-speed environment.15



network, for the �ve algorithms discussed above. Each point plotted represents the average overthree hundred di�erent graphs for the stated values of n, m, and the average degree of each node.We �rst consider networks with average nodal degree equal to 2.5. The results shown in thefour Figures 3 - 6 correspond to multicast groups of sizes equal to 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% of thetotal number of nodes in the network, respectively 10. From the �gures, we can make the followingobservations regarding the relative performance of the �ve algorithms. The trees constructed byDVMA and DVMA2 have a maximum delay variation that is always smaller than that of the SPT,TDF, and MST trees. Furthermore, DVMA2 outperforms DVMA in most cases shown. A plausibleexplanation for this fact would be that the small change in the way graph G0 is constructed at line10 of the algorithms allows DVMA2 to explore a larger number of candidate paths and discover abetter overall solution. On the other hand, the MST is by far the worst tree in terms of �T ; this isexpected as Prim's algorithm minimizes the total weight of the tree, without paying any attentionto the individual source-destination paths. The tree of shortest paths SPT results in values of �Tthat are between those of the MST and those of the DVMA and DVMA2 algorithms. Note that,in this tree, the value of �T is determined by the di�erence between the delays along the paths tothe destinations that are closest and farthest away from the source. Finally, the tradeo� algorithmTDF constructs trees with maximum delay variation larger than that of SPT, a result that is incontrast to the expectations expressed in [10].Let us now turn our attention to how the size m of the multicast group relative to the sizen of the network a�ects the performance of the algorithms. From Figure 3 where m is a smallpercentage (5%) of n, we can see that the DVMA and DVMA2 trees represent an improvement ofroughly an order of magnitude over the SPT and TDF trees. As m increases as a percentage of n,the magnitude of improvement decreases, as seen in Figures 4, 5, and 6 which show results for mequal to 10%, 15%, and 20% of n, respectively (however, even in Figure 6 with m = 0:2n, DVMA2constructs trees which, on the average, have a value of �T at least 16% lower than that of SPT).This behavior can be explained by noting that the smaller the size of the multicast group, theeasier it is for DVMA and DVMA2 to �nd alternative (i.e., longer) paths for the nodes physicallycloser to the source. At the other extreme, when m = n (a broadcast scenario) it is easy to seethat no tree can do much better than SPT in terms of the maximum delay variation. In fact, asthe trend in Figures 3 - 6 suggests, when the size of the multicast group is larger than 25-30% of n,it makes sense to simply use the SPT, as running DVMA or DVMA2 would not yield a signi�cantimprovement in terms of �T . In a typical multicast scenario however, the size of the destination10There is no point plotted in Figure 3 for n = 20 as in this case a multicast group of size 0:05n contains only onenode, and the quantity �T is not meaningful. 16



set for any single session would be small compared to the total number of nodes (especially forlarge networks); it is in these situations that the algorithms presented here would really make adi�erence in terms of the maximum delay variation of the �nal tree.Finally, Figures 7 and 8 investigate how the value of �T for the various trees changes as afunction of the average nodal degree. By comparing these �gures to Figure 3 which presents plotsfor the same size of destination set (m = 0:05n), we see that for the DVMA and DVMA2 trees �Tdecreases dramatically as the average nodal degree increases from 1.5 (Figure 7) to 2.5 (Figure 3)and then to 4 (Figure 8). This is a result of the fact that a higher nodal degree translates into alarger number of paths between any two nodes, and a larger number of trees for our algorithms tochoose from. Another important observation is that for an average nodal degree equal to 4, bothof our algorithms are able to construct trees with � � 0, independently of the number of nodes inthe network. As such, these trees would be able to meet the delay variation requirements of eventhe most demanding applications. The behavior of the other algorithms is not signi�cantly a�ectedby the nodal degree, as none of these attempt to optimize in terms of �T . In SPT, for instance, �Tis determined by the relative distance of the various destinations from the source, which is almostindependent of the nodal degree.Overall, the results presented in this section suggest that DVMA and DVMA2 achieve theirbest performance under conditions that are typical of multicast applications running in high speednetworks, namely, when (a) the size of the multicast group is relatively small compared to the totalnumber of nodes in the network, and/or (b) the number of incoming/outgoing links at each nodeis relatively large.6 Concluding RemarksWe have considered the problem of determining multicast trees that guarantee certain boundson the end-to-end delays from the source to the each of the destination nodes, as well as on thevariation among these delays. The bounds are directly related to the quality of service requirementsof the higher level applications performing the multicast. After establishing that the problem ofconstructing such constrained trees is NP-complete, we developed heuristics that exhibit goodaverage case behavior. Our heuristics perform especially well under conditions typical of multicastscenarios in high-speed networks, namely, when the network is not too sparse, and when the numberof destination nodes is relatively small compared to the total number of nodes. We have also shownthat the strategy employed by the heuristic is applicable to the problem of reorganizing the tree inresponse to changes in multicast group membership.17



Our work can be extended in several directions. Recall that our algorithms do not attempt tooptimize the tree in terms of cost; in fact, since their strategy is to choose longer paths for someof the destination nodes, the cost of the �nal tree may be somewhat high. One straightforwardapproach to dealing with cost is to modify our algorithms to seek the least cost path among thecandidate paths they consider, and/or the least cost tree among all feasible trees they construct.However, this issue warrants further investigation. We also plan to develop new heuristics formultipoint-to-multipoint communication, whereby a set of sources and a set of destination nodesshare the same multicast tree.
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Figure 3: Algorithm comparison for networks with average node degree equal to 2.5, and multicastgroup size equal to 5% of the number of nodes
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Figure 4: Algorithm comparison for networks with average node degree equal to 2.5, and multicastgroup size equal to 10% of the number of nodes19
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Figure 5: Algorithm comparison for networks with average node degree equal to 2.5, and multicastgroup size equal to 15% of the number of nodes
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Figure 6: Algorithm comparison for networks with average node degree equal to 2.5, and multicastgroup size equal to 20% of the number of nodes20
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Figure 7: Algorithm comparison for networks with average node degree equal to 1.5, and multicastgroup size equal to 5% of the number of nodes
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Figure 8: Algorithm comparison for networks with average node degree equal to 4, and multicastgroup size equal to 5% of the number of nodes 21
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A Proof that Problem DVBMT is NP-completeWe now show that problem DVBMT is NP-complete even when the number of destination nodes isjM j= 2. The proof uses a transformation from PARTITION, a well known NP-complete problem[16], repeated here for the sake of completeness.Problem A.1 (PARTITION) Given a set of k elements S = f1; 2; : : : ; kg with ai the weight ofelement i, and A = Pki=1 ai, does there exist a partition of S into two sets, S1 and S2, such thatPi2S1 ai =Pj2S2 aj = A2 ? (The ai's may be assumed integer.)We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.Proof (of Theorem 3.1). It is easy to see that DVBMT is in the class NP , since a nondeterministicalgorithm need only guess a tree spanning s and the nodes in the destination set M , and verify inpolynomial time that the tree is a feasible one (i.e., that it satis�es both (1) and (2)).We now transformPARTITION toDVBMT; note that it is su�cient to �nd a transformation forthe case jM j= 2. Let S = f1; 2; : : : ; kg be the set of elements of weights ai; i = 1; : : : ; k, making upan arbitrary instance of PARTITION, and let A =Pki=1 ai. We construct an instance of DVBMT asfollows (see Figure 9). The networkG = (V;A) has n = k+3 nodes, with V = fs; v; u; r1; r2; : : : ; rkg,where s is the source node and M = fv; ug is the destination set. The set A of links is:A = f(s; v); (s; r1); : : : ; (s; rk); (r1; u); : : : ; (rk; u);(r1; r2); : : : ; (r1; rk); (r2; r1); (r2; r3); : : : ; (r2; rk); : : : ; (rk; r1); : : : ; (rk; rk�1)g (4)In other words, there is a directed link from s to v, one link from s to each node ri, one link fromeach node ri to u, and one link from ri to rj ; i; j = 1; : : : ; k; i 6= j (i.e., the subgraph of G containingonly nodes ri; i = 1; : : : ; k, is a complete graph on these nodes). As we can see, there is only onepath from s to destination node v consisting of the single link (s; v); however, a path from s to theother destination u may contain any number of the nodes ri; i = 1; : : : ; k, and in any order (referalso to Figure 9).We now de�ne the link-delay function D for this instance of DVBMT as:D(`) = 8>>><>>>: A2 ; if ` = (s; v)0; if ` = (x; u); x 2 Vai; if ` = (x; ri); x 2 V (5)As a result of this de�nition, if the path from s to u passes through node ri for some i, then adelay equal to ai is incurred along the link that leads to ri. Finally, the delay and delay variationtolerances are � = A2 , and � = 0, respectively. 24
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